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Abstract
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Many writing texts and writing teacher% instruct students to'

vary sentence structure and avoid repetition in their in their

writing. Although this advice sounds reasonable, ESL students

are apt to apply blindly such axioms to their writing and pro-.

duce a. preponderance of ungrammatical and stylistically awkward

sentences. This paper will examine the kinds of "teacher-in-
,

duced" errors that this advice creates in student compositions

and explore the roleof sentence 'variation in coherent writing.

This paper will also-maintain that the concept of sentence va-

riation is vacuous:in a communicative approach to writing.

This paper was first presented at the CATES4 Annual State Conference,

7r-
Mardi 15, 1984.
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When ESL students write compositions in English, they make errors

for a number of well-docuMented reasons. We know that `they make errors

. when they translate word for word from their own nguage. They make

errors because they do not fully understand tht form, meaning, and function of

tenses, aspects, articles, phiasal verbs, and other areas of Cnglish that

any learner has difficulty'mastering. They also make errors because they

understand littl about the discourse or rhetorical patterns or ihtught

patterns of English and substitute patterns from their native language

and culture.

Yet as I have gained experience as a writing teacher, I have cone to

see that we are not simply dealing in our writing classes with-students

who do not know the grammar of English-or are unfamiliar with English.'

rhetorical or thought patterns. We .are typically dealing with students

who gave done littleornoformalwitin'3 in English or any language.

These students have only the vaguest notion as to what expository writing

involves and bring into the classroom inaccurate assumptions about writing.

Some of these notions indeed come from their own cultures, but some seem

to be rather common, if not universal assumptions, that inexperienced

writers make about writing.

It would seem then that teachers merely have to identify and cor-
.

rect these false assumptions and set the students to writing. But I

have seen evidence that teachers, rather than correcting these inaccurate

notions, may unwittingly reinforce them. In this way, teachers actually

induce errors in their students' work, By questioning students in order

to discover what they think good writing i

"teacher-induced" errors result when teachers mislead students by over-

lves, I have discovered that



simplifying some aspect of the writing process or Weri Students oversim-

plify and apply a'principle or strategy too broadly.

In this paper, I will focus on two related pieces of Ovice that

teachers often give students. Bath pieces of advice may reinforce notions

commonly held by weak writers, and b th can thdCice errors.. The first

goes something like this:

Teacher says: In order to write well, you must employ a va-

riety of sentence structures_ (the 'teacher some-
.

times adds, "to avoid monotony");

Student-hears: Don't use the:same sentence structure twice, or

use complicated sentences because simple sen-

tences are boring;

1

fhe second piece of advice often takes this form:

Teacher says: Avoid an unpleasant repetition of'a word or.

phrase.

Student hears: Do tit repeat the same word or phrase.

If these two axioms are necessary knowledge for.a good writer, then
- , A

.

\\I have to wonder why students need my writing courses at all b ecause so j

many stddents knowthem. Native speakers of English struggling through
.

remedial writing - courses, know them, young Indochinese students who have.
-

completed their secondary education in the United States know them, ins

ternationalAtudents who have never.studied English composition know them,'



and students who have never studied foemal composition in any language

know them. Yet none of these stuclents.can prodUce a/unified, cOberent,

or error-free paragraph when theyenter my class. We must cOrtainly'sus-
'

pect that these twostrategies for. producing good writing are pf little
-

help to developmental or remedial writinglitudent.

On the iiface, the teacher's advice to viry'senterIce structure and

avoid unpleasant repetition sounds harmless. But students create prob-,

lems'whenhey are preoccupied with varying structure and avbidingrepe-

tion. The student who wrote the Allowing paragraph said he was trying

to vary sentence structure:

(1) many people like the Unite tate of America. (2) They

have tried to get in this cou try with many reasons. (3) From

1820 to 1920, 33i654i803,fu opeans people came here and year

1979 only 460,346 peopl (4) Besides, Europeans were Asians,

people.-_the second largett number tried to get in-this*,country_

9.500.000 and year 1979; they were only 183,000 peole. (5).

Nrhe-thtrd largest number were 2,724i713people were from North,

central4 and SoUthAMeritat and year 1979, there were only

1 4#

In the paragraph the studentrwas supposed to show how the nationalities
. _

.of immigrants coming to the 'U.S. changed from 1820 to the present. Before

beginning, the'st dent had studied similar paragraphs and the'sewo sen-

tences:

From 1820 to 1a20, an average of 337,000 Europeans.Came to the

4
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United States each year;

By 1979; the nUmber had deceased to64,173.'

The studeWs paragraph is weak throughout, but it seriously breaks' down

in entente In-sentence (3) the student uses the patternhe had

studied although not accurately. `However, the student abandoned the pat-,

ternand wrote the seriously flawed.a'nd unnecessarily com licated- sen-

tences that follow. When I asked the;eddent why he had c nstructed the

sentences in this way. he said that he did kot want to rep at the same

"sentence pattern,- When 1 asked him if he Saw any problems ith the pare-

graph, he.told me'was trying not to repeat any thing so that it would

not be.boi-ing. By any measure, this paragraph is incompetent and the

student is not reedy to attempt this kind ofpargraph, bu ;t amaibs me

that the student is worrying about sentence,yariety when. ie has sq

control of English.

This student is struggling with English and was frustra his

effeirts to improve: But a teacher at another col)ege Jia'd given him a.

simple strategy for success that appealed to m--vary sentence struc-

ture. In this student's view, his problem is not that his vocabulary is

weak, not that he has little sense of the form and function-of,English.

sentences, or little knowledge of the means by which a. paragraph is mad et

cohesive and coherent--all difficult tpings.to learn and underttand. Byt

a teacher had given hith an easy strategy to underltand--vary-sentence

structure. By doing so:the student produced impossibly flawed sentences

rather than practicing the cono4se\And easy-to-control patterns and

models r gaye

t -; ,

.



Students also force,errors into their writing when they become pre-
,

occupied with avoiding repetition. The following sentences were written

by a student wht had been told by awriting teacher to avoid repetition

by using synonyms:

The life-cycle of the frog has three stages: the egg

stage, the tadpole stage, and the adult stage, The former-
..

ly of these occurs when the females lays the eggs

For the'awkward, yordyi and ungrammatical phrase The formerly of these

,ocArs the student could have written the phrase In the egg, stage: When

I asked the student about her reasoning, she said that it would sound bad

and be boring to repeat the Phrase egg stage; A victim Of bad edvicei

the student was forced to go beyond 'her English ability and thus produce

errors because she did what she had been told to db.

,;;Teachers are.nota)ways to blame for inducing thee kinds of errors.

The student who wrote the paragraph that follows came into my class with

the common notion among inexp*rienced writers that varying sentence

structure is the main'taSk of a writer. He had never studied English com-

position before and had limited writing exp rience in his native language.

, ._.

. (1) Although human ve a more complex social arragempnt, the
, \

social behavior of chimpanzees and humans have many similari_

ties. .(2) First of,a11, both chimpanzees and humans cdn mate

year-yound. (3) Secondly, chimpanzees have'a similar basic

social unit. (4) This _means. that chimpanzees have complex



and unstable social,hierarchy like humahs: .(5) Another simi-

larity, division of labor, Chimpanze2 is based on gender and

social ,status, wtich is partly similar to humans. (6) Above

all, wilat themost,similarity between chimparpees.is with re-

spect.to social interaction. -(7) Both of them are playful,

inquisitive, imitative, and even can defend4their territory

violently as yell as band tolgethpr to fight.

The, student said that he varied the/sentence structure in sentences (5)

and (6) because he did not want to have the words _human and chimpanzee

in the subjekt position of the sentence. The paragraph suffers 'a major

.
.

breakdown in bese sentences because to avoid repeating the same subject

an to. stiVl vide coherence, trie student constructed a rather wild and
_

.
.

desparate sen ence Wiq thrersubjects linketrby commas. /Sentence (6) .,

attempts a wordy and flawed pseudo-cleft sentence; Generally, the para

is wordy and difficult to follow. After I told the student that it was

proper to repeat the same information in the subject position _the student,

greatly relieved to hearth4s; produced this revision:

... (5) They also have division of labor based partly on gen-

der
.

and social status. (6) Above al1.. ,4the most similarity be-

tween

. 1 (
. . c.

chimpanzees and humans concerns their social interaction
-

Although imperfect, the parzgraph is more coherent and
t
lacks the gross

errors of the original. The student struggled with the original because r

- .

he'misunderstood something about writing. Had a teacher told Kiiit to vary
1

sentence structure,'his misunderstanding would have been reinforced.



. ,

When I teach writing.
\

oal is to :get Itudents to write ,coherent

and error-free prose. By ohe ent prose I mean writing thit'rea.ds smooth-
.....,,

,

ly, usess.econdmical language; does not require the reader to.backtrack,

and allows the reader tomake.an accurate guess as to what the writer is

saying. I want my students' prose to be clear, concise, and "friendly."

When students are'preoccupied with sentence variation, they worry more

about the structure of sentences thin their value as units of communica-..

tion; consequently, they, too often sacrifice clarity, conciseness, and

friendliness. 1

Iv.
. ,

At this point, I )011 take a closer lookat the kind of grammar ,

and style errors that students make. In one assignment, student0 t

use'statistics from a table to show how U.S. passenger car efficiency had
a

.

improved.t. Before writing, they studied a model paragraph and practiced
.0

converting statistics in a table into prose. They studied these two pat-
.

terns:

In 1974, passenger cars averfiged 13.43 miles per gallon.

From 1974 to 1977, the average number of miles per gallon

iperease4 from 13.43 t01?.94..
\j.

! . 1 u.

To comblee the'paragraph, students hall to report at least ihree statistics
i

about fuel efficiency. I assumed that the st&dents could report three
. . I
.

. .

statisticswith two Patterns, but many students looked fbrithird pattern.

Herne ;re twaexample:

(a) The average car Increased 13.64 miles pec,gallon in 1977

increased.to 14-.29 in 1979. /4-



By.197p an increase in the fuel efficiency was 14.29
-.,

miles-per 0110'

ti

Sentence (a) is c$earlY ungrematical, with thesfinite verb increased usedA
1

twiceWithin, the Same clause. The second 'tentence is also flawed grammat

itally but is guilty Of another error. It is over-nominalized; that is,

too much'informatioh is. carried by nouns in the subject,positi-on and too

little by the veep in the predicate. The following sentences illustrate

this point:

?fr

(a) ,Pa 61-10et 6ah5 averaged 13.74 miles per gallOn

_(b),:tJh avOrage COTIWOT miles. per gallon) increased from
.

13.74

.,,(t) The average number Of imilesper.gallorNfor 'passenger

cars was 1.74.

(-4) The i rea

13.74 to 1-,94.

in the number ormiles per gallon was from

Of the fouri senterle (0 and (b) are preferable-because the writer used

both the subject en(i ("iicate (panticularly.ihe verb;position) to carry

information; SetielIce ib, a5 a more complicated subject than (a), bUt

the nominalizatiO is 41%tified;because the word 'averageJnit t.be taken.

(fro!, the verb _Po%Mo0 make waly=forethe verb'increase._ entente (b)

is more complicatedi but it carries more information. Sentence.:(c) is

flav d beFause gie s the. sane information as sentence- (a) but uses a
4

more complicated potte11.1 than necessary. The over-.nominal ized subject

10



is wordy and leaves the verb position empty of information. Sentence (c):

and sentence (d) as well, is unbalanced -and violates the stylistic ten-

dency in English to place the bulk of the new information in\the predicate.

Sentences (c) and (d) also lead to other problems.. For ESL students
f_

these sentences are difficult to produce. The subject position of sen

fence (d) contains. two gomplicated-prepositional phraSes.tiy students who

attempted this pattern would use.the wrong preposition; insert finite

verbs in the Middle of the nouriphrase; or even omit the verb irvt pre-

.

. .

dicate.- So by varying sentence ttr6s,turei students produced both errors .

of style and grammai Ikoth -kinds of errors contribute to incoherent
14 2\

writing.

A .

By varying sentence structure in this way; students, also lOse

opportunities to reduce the number of sentences and write more concisely.

The,student who wrote the folloWing sentences missed A chance to .6mbin4-

sentences through. the process of ellipsis.

(1) In the 1930s, it took 108 work-hours to produce 100 bush-
,

els-of corn. (2) By the 1940s; th number of work- ours to

produce the same amount decreased t 53.hours. J3) By the;

1950s; corn production per_100 bushels was twenty, work-hours.

Had the student jsed the.same pattern in sentences (2) and ( ); hen the

two sentences could be- combined,

.. (2) By the 1940s; the'number of work-hours to produce the

sae amount decreased to 53 hoUrs; and by the 1950s to just

twenty ho6rs.

10
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This example shows that varying sentence structure can be costly because

many methods 'Of conjunction and ellipsis are possible only if the sfntences

are parallel in structure. Ironically, if the student in the above.case

hadscoMbined'sentences (2) and (3), she would not ,have had to woory about

repeating-the same 'sentence structure.

There it even more irony in this. Many college writing texts teach

students to use a variety of sentence structures to avoid choppy. and in-

coheren0Writing. A great number. of ES texts such as Bander's American

English.Rhetoric (1978) an0 non-ESL texts such as Langan'' =English Skills

(1981) and Troyka and Nudelman's Steps in-Com osi on .(1 982) dtmonsratea

how to compose compound and complex sentences. They teach students to

make -adverbial clauses, adjedtiveclauses, participial phrases, and apposi-
,

Lives: However, When students vary sentence structure, they too often
. -

rely on nominalization rather than on subordinatiOn and Coordination.

/* °For example; students wilrecogniie tht the sequence of sentences

below is-choppy age incoherent,

(a) Billboards cause safety problems. Billboards dfstract the

driver's attention away from road signs.
.

(b) Th iSaiety. problems'6aused by billboards are due to fhe dis-'

tractfng of tne driver's attention away from road signs:'

(c) Billboards cause safety problems becauSe they distract

the driver's attention away froM road signs.'

;-

: but they tend td produce sentences similar to the'awkward and. wordy-(b)

rather than sentence.(c): In a' sense,:they get only half the message.;

The Sentences in (a) are too simplei:yet they .do not trust the simOie

11,
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subordination in (c). They stick to single-clause sentences and try 'to

maintain,coherence by nominalizing:

-Many textbooks.run into :other difficultiesbecause they teach sentence-

combining skills apart from the prgcess of comp do not show,

the relationship between the kind of strricture that writers select and

its- effect on the paragraph. The following paragraphs illuStrate tips:

(a) Insects can cause problems for man: They can benefit

farmers. They are six-Jegged,'air-breathing animals. Beesees

help.farmers by pollinating flowers.

(b) (absurd revision) Insects, which can benefit farmers,,are

six-legged animals, but they can cause problems for man. What

bees do is pollinate flowers so much that they help farmers.

(c) (reasonab'le revision) AlthoUgh insects, which are, ai

legged, air-breathing animaliS, can cause p'roblems for man,

they can benefit farmers. Bees; for example; help farmers by

pollilting flowers."

In paragraph ( ), each sentence is egu(1, and each makes an assertion

about insects. Since no single, assertion is dominant, the paragraph
,

lacks unity. ParagraPh lb) employs sophisticated sentence structures. It

uses conjunction and relaiivization and even has a pseudo-cleft sentence

containing a. clause of result. Yet it is devoid of unity and coher6hce,

and although it.is an exaggeration, inexperienced writers will produce

this kind of writing.

What we want from,students is paragraph (c). To achieve unity,

t, !
'12
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this pariagraph emphasizes the assertion that inserts benefit farmers'by

putting it.in 4 main clause and deemphasizes the assertion about insect

problems by placing it in an adverbial clause of concession. The seem-
.,

ingly iri'elevant statement about the physical characteristics of insects

is placed in a non-restrictive adjective clauies where it Will not harm

the unity.

The goal of writing instruction should be to teach students to

produce paragraph,(c), not (b), but if we teach\subordination\coordina=

flop, and relativization, all means of varying sentence structure, apart

from the writing process, we obscure this goal and delay our students'

progress. Todiscourage the mindless sentence variation of paragraph(b),

we need to teach the processor paragraph writing and advanced sentence
0_

skills simultaneously. In other words, we must follow on of the canons

of communicative language teaching--that linguistic f and communicative

function are tightly interwoven.and should be taught together.

The two exercises that follow both teach students to form non-res=

trietive adjective clauses. The first one though, teacheS fotm only,

while the second teaches form and functiOn at the same time.

(a) This exercise teaches form apart from f4pCii-on.---)

Combine the sentences by putting the second sentence into a

non-restrictive adjective clabse.

The I.Q. test has been criticized for not testing all

aspectseintelligenmilv tests was invented in

1904.

Answer: The I.Q. test, which was invented in 1904, flis

been criticized for not testing all aspects of tntelligence.



(b) This exercise teaches both form and fuhctiori_

Each sequence below contains one sentence that does not support

the idea in the topic sentence. In orderto mainta-in unity, put

the sentence into,a non-restrictive adjective clause.

The I.Q. test has been criticized for not testing all as-

pects of human intelligence. The I.Q. test was invented in

1904. For example, the I.Q. test does not test the ability

to ...

Answer: the I.Q. test, which was invented in 1904,1has been

criticized for not testing all aspects of human intelligence.

For example, it does not test the ability to ...

The second exercise shows that nonrestrictive adjective clauses allow

the writer to add background information without destroying the unity of

the paragraph. With this exercise, the student can see why writers might

use a non-restrictive adjective _clause.

If we teach writing in this way, by teaching form along with function,

the concept of sentence -variation becomes vacuous. If students are taught

,the means to produce unified, coherent, and concise prose, their sentences

will natural4 vary, for sentence variation is a by-product or careful

writing, not aradornmgnt. Teaching ESL students to write is difficult.

A teacher can become frustrated when students submit a gr tly flawed

essay consisting of an incoherent stream of simple assertions h t lead_

nowhere. The temptation is to "panic" and tell students, "You have got

to vary your sentence structure." But this tactic is a dangerous shortcut.

It can mislead students a$ to how good writing is produced and can cause

unnecessary errors. ESL students, or perhaps any students of English

14
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expository writing, should not concern themselves with the stylistic
,

issues of sentence variatlppand unpleasant re ition until they can

produce coherent, unified, and concise prose.

r
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